Goldstone’s Mistake
with Amira Hass

Join the Middle East Institute and The Institute for Research on Women and Gender in welcoming award-winning journalist, Amira Hass, as she speaks about Palestine & the Israeli Occupation.

Amira Hass is a graduate of the Hebrew University. Since 1989 she has worked on the staff of Haaretz, first as copy editor, and since 1993 as a reporter on Israeli Occupation and Palestinian life. She lived in Gaza from 1993 through 1997, and since then in Ramallah. Her books in English are *Drinking the Sea at Gaza* (2000) and *Reporting from Ramalla* (2003). Breaking the blockade, she reported from Gaza during the last war. This October, Hass was awarded the 2009 Lifetime Achievement Award from International Woman’s Media Foundation for "her ability to defy boundaries of gender, ethnicity, and religion in her pursuit of the truth in her reporting."

Mon, Nov 9th — 12-2pm — 207 Knox